
Term T2, 2020

Course Information

Units of Credit: 6

Course Overview

Course Description

Fully Online Delivery Term 2 2020

Some adjustments have been made to this course to allow for fully online delivery during the COVID-19
situation. Please refer to the Resources section at the back of this document for more information about
materials and resources required to complete this course outline.

***

Understanding the complex and dynamic Australian arts world is a key foundation for successful
professional engagement in the cultural and creative field. This course maps the Australian arts world as an
ecology and situates it within an Asia-Pacific and international arts context. It enables students to share
and locate their cultural experience and knowledge within a critical overview of curatorial and cultural
practice in Australia. 

The Australian arts ecology is composed of many interrelated and interacting layers of activity led by
institutions, movements and individuals. This course will cover key areas including the history,
development and role of arts collectives and artist-run institutions, commercial and public galleries, private
and State foundations and collectors, and museums operating across a local, regional, national and
international context.

The course explores particular historical and cultural interests, issues, events and perspectives that have
shaped the Australian arts setting and are shaping contemporary discourse and directions. These include:
indigenous culture, post-colonial settings, rural-urban realities, and the development of regional dialogue
and hubs. The course addresses and critiques the increasing role of networks and networking in the
cultural field, the conditions of globalisation, and concerns relating to sustainability and growth. 

The course works closely with Galleries UNSW and other industry partners, featuring three public guest
lectures. This grounds the students in a sense that they are both discussing and constituting the
Australian arts world, and aims to enhance networking skills and professional development.

Course Learning Outcomes

On completion of this course, the student should be able to:

1. Analyse the historical and contemporary network of relationships between organisations and actors
that form the Australian Arts Ecology.

2. Apply a variety of research methodologies to support curatorial and cultural enquiry, from big
picture mapping to in-depth case studies.

3. Participate in group activities, recognising and communicating individual experience and knowledge
in a discursive setting.

4. Use their knowledge of the contemporary development of the arts ecology to inform their choices
and work in roles, projects and affiliations in the sector.
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Teaching and Learning in this Course

This courses uses a variety of teaching approaches:

Blended/online

Review – Assessment / Feedback Tool
Collaborate Ultra in Moodle – Virtual Classroom
Microsoft Teams - Teamwork Hub and Group Chat Platform
Moodle - Learning Management System

Assessment

TITLE WEIGHTING ASSESSMENT TYPE

Assessment Task 1 Case Study 40% Extended Writing Task

Assessment Task 2 Essay 60% Extended Writing Task

Resources

You need to have access to a computer, internet and ppropriate software.

Refer to Moodle for course Resources uploaded in Week 0.
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